Believe to Achieve
______________________________________________________________

Behaviour Policy
Barrow Hedges Primary School has a positive and inclusive approach to managing
behaviour. We believe in encouraging good behaviour through a range of positive
behaviour management strategies. Through this positive approach we aim to preempt inappropriate behaviour, thus enabling us to focus on good behaviour. We
believe strongly in the importance of promoting and praising good behaviour. We
put great emphasis on the importance of interacting with others in respectful ways
through speech, actions and relationships.
We aim to provide care and support for our children and support them to learn how
to manage their behaviour appropriately. We give children choices and make it
clear as to the consequences of the choices they make.
We believe that children have rights and responsibilities:
Every child has the right to:





Feel safe and secure in school at all times and in all places in and around the
school.
Be able to get on with work and to play without threat or disruption from
others.
Be treated kindly and sensitively by adults in order that he/she may learn to
empathise with others and learn to treat others likewise.
Understand differences between individuals.

Every child is responsible for:




Care and consideration towards other people and our school.
Considering their own actions, reflecting on them and considering strategies
to use in the future.
Adhering to the four “Core Values”

It is also important to note that we are a school that celebrates difference and this
also applies to behaviour, meaning some children will require different responses to
their behaviour than others.
In order to fulfil this approach:







Consistent behaviour systems are in place throughout the school – 3 6 9 for
lesson time and morning break time and a Red Card System during lunch
times. These are further detailed within this document.
Behaviour tracking allows senior staff to monitor individual pupil’s behaviour so
that where required, support can be provided to pupils who may experience
difficulties when managing their own behaviour.
Staff are kept regularly updated with any changes to our behaviour policy or
guidelines which maintains consistency.
As a school, we adopt a Building Learning Power approach in order to
cultivate the habits and attitudes of curious, confident and independent
learners who are able to reflect on their own behaviour.
Pupils are regularly encouraged to explore core values that relate to
behaviour such as: Care, Honesty, Respect and Responsibility.
Where behaviour incidents do occur, pupils are encouraged to reflect on
their behaviour and trained staff work with them in order to support their
development in this area.

We expect all adults and children to:
 Treat each other with courtesy and consideration, by treating others as we wish to be treated
ourselves.
 Talk and listen to one another in order to understand and respect each other, making sure we hear
all sides and do not jump to conclusions.
 Be fair and consistent to each other however we recognise that by treating people fairly we may
not treat everyone the same.
 Value, take pride in and care for the school by looking after school property and equipment.
BEHAVIOUR IN THE EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE
In order to support children to build positive relationships with peers and adults in the Early Foundation Stage
we have five key rules that are followed. These rules reflect and support the whole school approach,
including the core values of Care, Honesty, Respect and Responsibility.
The five key rules are:
1. Walk carefully
2. Look after our toys
3. Listen to others
4. Be kind to everyone
5. Take turns and share
Other strategies used in this phase:





We encourage positive behaviour and positive interactions by rewarding children using stickers and
constant praise.
In Nursery, children may be given time out to think about their actions – they are provided with
support to help solve any difficulties.
We have a behaviour display of a rainbow, sun, thinking cloud and stormy cloud. This is used to
reward children for their positive behaviour and help them to consider their inappropriate actions.
We encourage parents/carers to talk about these rules with their children.
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT AND AWARDS

Core Values
The school talks about values regularly and how these are reflected in children’s behaviour.
Class rules
Each class create their own set of class rules at the start of each academic year. The rules are worded
positively, are an integral part of every class and may change and evolve over the year.
Responsibility
Children are given responsibility in class and around school in a variety of ways ranging from House and
Vice Prefects (in Year 6), class monitors, buddies, sports leaders as well as through the school council.
Curriculum
We strongly believe that the curriculum plays a very important part in the positive approach towards
behaviour management. A stimulating and enjoyable curriculum, with well planned, interesting and
challenging activities promotes independence and good behaviour. We encourage systems and routines
to keep well ordered classrooms (for further details see the ‘Staff Handbook’).
Building Learning Power - We promote a culture in the classroom, and across the school, which fosters
positive habits and attitudes thus allowing children to face challenges and decisions confidently and
creatively. Our learning heroes (see appendix 4) highlight four traits of good behaviours for learning:
resilience, resourcefulness, reflectiveness and collaboration.
Barney Awards – celebrated in weekly assembly. These focus on positive behaviours for learning, such as
where children showed perseverance, or for working well on a group project.
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Celebration boards – each class has a celebration board on which ‘Special Friends’, ‘Star Students’ or
‘Table Groups’ are chosen on a regular basis.
Stickers and Midday Supervisor Cards - given out by teachers and Teaching Assistants and Midday
Supervisors for effort with work and behaviour and achievement in work. Taken home to be shared with
parents/carers.
Marble Jar – the class work towards a negotiated ‘treat’ by earning marbles for times when the whole class
has behaved or worked appropriately. The number of marbles needed is agreed with the class. (Marbles
are NOT taken out!)
Rainbow chart / points –– These are displayed in each Reception and Key Stage 1 classroom. Children are
rewarded for positive work and behaviour.
Bronze, Silver, Gold and Headteacher awards – Key Stage 1 children earn points for positive work and
behaviour. On completion of each award they visit the Headteacher for a sticker and their name is added
to the Gold Book. Children should aim to work towards their Bronze by the end of the Autumn Term; their
Silver by the Spring Term and their Gold by the end of the academic year. The Headteacher award gives
recognition for those children who display outstanding efforts and achievements. Names are read aloud in
assembly and a certificate is sent home for celebration.
House points - Each child in KS2 is allocated to one of the 6 Houses. Given out by adults for achievement in
work or behaviour. Goes towards half termly house point reward. This will be announced in a Friday Whole
School Assembly on a weekly basis.
The values and school rules are reinforced by the adults in school by:
Giving clear and concise directions to children so that misunderstandings do not arise
Praising pupils who comply
Backing up verbal praise with action
INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR
At Barrow Hedges, we will not tolerate behaviour which impacts on other people’s learning and /or safety.
Incidents of inappropriate behaviour should be dealt with promptly and fairly. In no way is it the intention of
the sanctions to humiliate or embarrass the children involved.
In each class the classroom teacher and the children will agree a clear system outlining the steps that will
take place if inappropriate behaviour occurs.
When a child behaves inappropriately the decisions made by the adults must not be led by the children’s
demands/behaviours.
The 3,6,9 Behaviour System for inappropriate behaviour in lesson time and during transitions e.g. moving
around the school and at morning break time
The Barrow Hedges Behaviour Management System was designed so that a consistent approach to
tackling unacceptable behaviour is used by teachers and Teaching Assistants. There are two main sheets:
the class behaviour sheet and the 3 6 9 sheet. The class behaviour sheet is kept by the teacher responsible
for the class and is a portable document kept on a clip board which is taken wherever the class’s learning is
taking place, including assemblies. The 3 6 9 sheet is held centrally.

How the ‘Class Behaviour Sheet’ is used:



At the start of every teaching session, the teacher will set expectations for good behaviour, for
example: good sitting, good listening and making it clear as to if and when children should be
working silently.
If a child does not conform to the set expectations for the class they are given an individual
reminder.
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First Warning: If the child has to be reminded again, their name is put on the class behaviour sheet,
examples of this type of behaviour include: poking others, swinging on chairs, talking at the wrong
time, continually calling out.
Second Warning: If this behaviour persists, the 5 minutes box is ticked, and the child is given 5
minutes reflection time during the next break time. This should take place in the classroom,
supervised by a member of the year group team. If the teacher is on duty they may wish to ask the
TA to stay in (and release the TA for 5 mins later) or to defer the 5 mins to lunchtime. If the
misdemeanour occurs in the afternoon lessons then the 5 mins should be taken from the child’s
playtime the next day. A highlighter should be used to denote that the child has completed their
reflection time.
Third warning: If the behaviour continues still, the child is given a 10 minutes reflection time (as
above).
Fourth warning – the child is excluded from the class for 15 minutes and sent to the office. They do
not take work with them for this reflection time. A quick phone call to the office is made so admin.
staff know that a child is on their way. Teachers must not leave the classroom to accompany the
child but TAs can take children when available. The child will complete a reflective activity for 15
minutes at lunchtime with the designated adult. If a child gets to 15 mins on the 3 6 9 then a record
of this is transferred to the individual 369 sheet in the red behaviour file, which is held centrally.

Examples of behaviour that may result in a child receiving a warning:






Deliberately disrupting lessons
Continually calling out
Absence from a class without permission
Constant, inappropriate chatting
Unkind behaviour

There are some types of behaviour that should be recorded directly onto the 369 Sheet. Examples of
behaviour that will result in an incident being recorded straight onto the 369 Sheet:









Physical assault
Threatening/aggressive behaviour
Racism
Bullying
Non-compliance
Swearing
Wilful damage/destruction of property *
Stealing

It may arise that a chid misbehaves in such a way that a more immediate fixed term/permanent exclusion is
deemed necessary. This may be internal or external. In these circumstances, the Headteacher should be
consulted. We also have a separate policy for the rare instances when staff are required to positively
handle children.
* See also Charges and Remissions policy as to how damage costs may be paid.
How the Central 3,6,9 Sheet is used
The purpose of the 3 6 9 Sheet is to monitor the progress of those children who continually behave
inappropriately. It is expected that this sheet will not need to be used for the majority of children at Barrow
Hedges.
Class Behaviour Sheets are collected every Friday by a member of the admin team, who will check and
inform class teachers if any child has accrued 20 minutes so the class teacher can inform the child’s
parents.
The children are placed on the 369 Sheet when:



They have behaved in a continually disruptive way in the class/playground, accumulating 15
minutes in one day via 5, 10 minute ticks.
They have been involved in a serious incident.
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They have accumulated 20 minutes on the classroom sheet in 5 consecutive school days. This can
be, for example, 4 x 5 minutes or 2 x 10 minutes or any combination totalling 20 minutes in the
duration of 5 consecutive school days. Admin Officer will check this for the class teacher each
Friday and email the class teacher to let them know that a child in their class has got on the 3,6,9.

Parents are contacted by the Class Teacher every time a child is placed on the 3 6 9 sheet with the aim of
working together to improve the child’s behaviour. However, teachers may contact parents at other times
if considered necessary.
If a child has 3 entries on their 3 6 9 Sheet, parents are sent a letter (with a copy of the sheet) from the class
teacher and are invited to attend a meeting with the class teacher and Year Group Leader to discuss how
we can work together to improve the child’s behaviour. Teachers should also contact the Inclusion Leader.
At stage 6, an Assistant Headteacher will make an appointment to discuss the child’s behaviour with the
parents.
The Deputy Headteacher will contact parents at stage 9. Finally, The Headteacher will contact parents at
stage 12. If a child reaches stage 12, the Head Teacher will decide whether it is appropriate for him/her to
be excluded from school for a fixed term.
Members of the Leadership Team will regularly monitor behaviour tracking data. This data is reviewed at the
end of each term with the child and class teacher, parents and where applicable, deputy and or/head
teacher. Where appropriate, a child can be either be removed from the 3 6 9 system or taken back to a
suitable stage.

LUNCHTIME BEHAVIOUR POLICY
Lunchtimes at Barrow Hedges are an hour long for all children. While children obviously eat their meal in this
time, at Barrow Hedges we also recognise this part of the day as being important for children’s personal
development and wellbeing. Play keeps children fit and enables them to develop their ‘building learning
powers’ and apply our Core Values. We use a Red Card System at lunchtimes.
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT AND AWARDS
As well as socialising with their peers, lunch breaks allow time for children to build familiarity with adults in
school. We very much value the relationships children form with our Midday Assistants and positive
reinforcement and praise is integral in this. For this reason, Midday Assistants can reward children with a
Green Card to recognise where a child has displayed our Core Values particularly well.
INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOUR
In order for lunchtimes to run safely and happily for all concerned, we have established rules that are
applicable specifically to lunchtimes. We aim for any instances of inappropriate behaviour to be dealt with
swiftly and effectively. Our Red Card System empowers the Midday Supervisors to provide an appropriate
consequence in line with the misdemeanour and ensures children have time to reflect on their actions.
Furthermore, this behaviour system allows for the involvement of senior leaders when this is necessary.
Wherever they are at lunchtime children are expected to adhere to the school’s Core Values – Care,
Honesty, Respect and Responsibility. Our specific lunchtime rules are:
In the dining hall children must:
Line up in an orderly fashion.
Say please and thank you and use good manners.
Stay in their seats for the duration of their meal.
Talk calmly to others, never shouting.
Be gentle and not hurt others.
Be kind and helpful and not hurt anyone’s feelings.
Work together to solve problems, using words to express and explain, rather than actions.
Clear away their own plates, cutlery and any waste, including from their lunchboxes.
Walk sensibly and never run.
Return their lunchboxes to the lunchbox trolley carefully and neatly
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In the playground children must:
Learn and know the rules for how to use our playground and adhere to them.
Be gentle and not hurt others.
Be kind and helpful and not hurt anyone’s feelings.
Play together and look after each other.
Work together to solve problems, using words to express and explain rather than actions.
Take care of our equipment and use it properly.
Leave dirt and rocks on the ground.
Ask to use, and behave sensibly in, the toilets, only going if needed (this is not a place to play or
remain for a chat)
Tidy up after themselves.
Stop playing when the bell goes, stand still and listen quietly.
Tell an adult if they are feeling sad and/or lonely.
Tell an adult if someone is not following the rules.
In the classroom at wet playtimes children must:
Learn and know the rules given by the Class Teacher about how to use their own classroom.
Be gentle and not hurt others.
Be kind and helpful and not hurt anyone’s feelings.
Play together and look after each other.
Work together to solve problems, using words to express and explain rather than actions.
Take care of our equipment and use it properly.
Ask to use, and behave sensibly in, the toilets, only going if needed (this is not a place to play or
remain for a chat)
Walk sensibly and never run.
Tidy up after themselves.
Stop playing at the end of lunchtime, sit quietly and be ready for registration.
Tell an adult if they are feeling sad and/or lonely.
Tell an adult if someone is not following the rules.
In line with a zero tolerance approach, if a child is not adhering to the rules above, a Midday Supervisor can
issue a Yellow Card. This equates to:
For Reception and Years 1 and 2: 5 minutes in the Time Out Zone.
For Years 3 to 6: 10 minutes in the Time Out Zone.
This time is given to children in order to calm down, provide time and space between children and for
reflection.
Examples of behaviour that may result in a child receiving a Yellow Card:











Deliberately disrupting other children’s play
Showing disrespect towards a Midday Assistant – this includes verbal (e.g. answering back) and nonverbal behaviours (e.g. rolling of eyes)
Non-compliance
Throwing food on the floor and/or behaving inappropriately with food
Shouting and messing around in the dining hall, including being out of your seat
Pushing in the line
Entering the school building without permission
Being silly and/or loitering in the toilets
Unkind behaviour
Boisterous behaviour

If a child is not adhering to the rules above, and the behaviour displayed is of a more serious nature, a
Midday Supervisor can issue a Red Card. In this event, the child (Years 1 to 6) is sent directly to the main
office and a senior leader will speak with the child and take appropriate action. On receipt of a Red Card
children will be removed from lunch play for a total of 30 minutes for a Reception, Year 1 or Year 2 child and
1 hour for children in Years 3 to 6. Until they transition to Year 1, any Reception child who is given a Red Card
will be separated from their peers but remain in the Reception area under the supervision of the Midday
Assistants. This ‘detention’ from play may span across more than one lunch break dependent on the time
that the Red Card was issued. Children will spend this time inside, with provision made for them to eat their
lunch and have a comfort break.
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This time is given to children in order to calm down, provide time and space between children and for
reflection.
There are some types of behaviour that will result in the immediate issuing of a Red Card. Examples include:








Physical assault
Threatening/aggressive behaviour
Racism
Defiance
Swearing
Wilful damage/destruction of property *
Stealing

The Midday Supervisors will make decisions about the issuing of Yellow and Red Cards in a fair and
consistent manner and with the children’s best interests at heart. Therefore, as with all adults in school,
children must treat our Midday Supervisors with respect.
At the end of each lunchtime, a designated member of staff will collect in the Yellow and Red Cards and
inform Class Teachers accordingly. A record will be kept of this information. Parents will be informed if their
child receives a Red Card.
As cards can be issued by more than one Midday Assistant, it is possible for a child to be given more than
one Yellow Card in one lunchtime. This will be established at the end of the lunch time when the cards are
collected. In this event, Years 1 –2 children will be kept in for a further 20 minutes and Years 3 - 6 children will
be kept in for a further 40 minutes the following day in order to make up the 30 minutes / 1 hour time in
detention a red card warrants.
Conclusion
This policy must be read in conjunction with the school’s Inclusion Policy, Anti-bullying Policy and Uniform
Guidelines. Staff should also consult the Staff Handbook and Code of Conduct for further guidance.

The governing body will review and monitor the policy and evaluate its effectiveness.
Agreed by staff: September 2017
To be reviewed and agreed by governors: October 2017 Interim review: April 2018
Next Review: September 2018
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APPENDIX 1 – CLASS BEHAVIOUR RECORD SHEET
Class ___________

Date

First name warning

Code

Miss 5
mins
play

Please ensure:
1.The child knows why they are on sheet
2. Detention is given
3. Missed 15 mins work is made up
4. Sheet is highlighted to show time spent
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Miss 10 Exclude
for 15
mins
mins
play

Put on
369
sheet

369 sheet box to be
ticked if 15 mins is
ticked
If this is the first time
for a child – inform
parents

BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT – 3,6,9 SHEET

APPENDIX 2

Name ____________________________
Date

Class ________________

Behaviour

Consequences/Action

1
Parents informed on

(date)

(initial)

2
Parents informed on
3

Year Group Leader informed
Parents informed and meeting arranged with parents, Class Teacher and Year
Group Leader / Notes written up and shared / Inclusion Leader informed – SEN
monitoring
4

Parents informed on
5
Parents informed on
6

Year Group Leader informed
Parents informed and meeting arranged with parents, Class Teacher, Year
Group Leader and Assistant Headteacher / Notes written up and shared
Inclusion Leader potentially takes further action
7

Parents informed on
8
Parents informed on
9
9

Letter to parents from Deputy Headteacher – meeting arranged
Notes written up and shared
Inclusion Leader takes further action
10
11
12
Meeting with Headteacher and
other appropriate staff
members – potential Fixed
Term Exclusion – see
Headteacher notes
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APPENDIX 3
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Appendix 4 – Building Learning Power Heroes

Connie Collaboration

Ravi Resourcefulness

Ron Resilience

Rosie Reflectiveness
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